Please display this pass on your dashboard after you park. This pass is only valid for stalls in the parking structures/ lots designated below. Parking in other spaces or areas will result in a citation.

You will not need to pay for parking in the following areas as long as the directions below are followed.

**LASTINGER PARKING STRUCTURE** *(Admissions Guest Stalls Only)*

*or Visitor Stall if Admissions parking is unavailable.
Located under Wilson Field, with access via Walnut Ave.
Scan the QR code for driving directions to Lastinger

If you are visiting after 4 p.m. Monday-Thursday or on a Friday, Saturday or Sunday, this permit is also valid in Lastinger non-reserved spaces.

**OVERFLOW PARKING OPTIONS**

If there are no spaces available in Lastinger, overflow parking is available in:

- **Cypress Parking Lot** *(Unreserved Stalls Only)*
  Access is via N. Cypress.
  Scan the QR code for driving directions to the Cypress Parking Lot

- **Jim Miller Parking Structure** *(Top Level Stalls Only)*
  Access is via N. Grand St., adjacent to the Sandhu Residence Complex.
  Scan the QR code for driving directions to the Jim Miller Parking Structure

**VISITOR PARKING PERMIT DIRECTIONS**

You must adhere to the following directions to avoid receiving a parking citation:

- This pass must be displayed face-up on the vehicle’s dashboard while parking on University property.
- This pass is only valid in the parking structures/ lots and date indicated.
- You can only park in Admissions or Visitor parking stalls.
- This pass can not be misused or altered in any way (V.C. 509 - misuse of decal).

Chapman University is not responsible for theft or damage to vehicles parked on University property.

Randy A. Burba
Chief of Public Safety